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UNIVERSE PUBLISHING, United States, 2013. Hardback. Book
Condition: New. 260 x 222 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. An interactive and imaginative way to experience the
Star Trek universe using the magic of Kling-on pieces. Few
television series have had as big an impact on popular culture
as Gene Roddenberry s Star Trek. Now Trekkies and fans of all
ages can set their phasers to fun as they reenact their favorite
scenes from the original Star Trek universe or create new,
uncharted scenarios! Stuck on Star Trek features ten original
and instantly recognizable scenes including the Enterprises s
bridge, sick bay, the cantina, the transporter and engine
rooms, private quarters, as well as alien environments, which
set the stage for more than thirty reusable Kling-on stickers
featuring everyone s favorite Starfleet crew: Captain Kirk, Mr.
Spock, Bones, Uhura, Sulu, Scotty, Chekov, Nurse Chapel, their
Klingon and Romulan adversaries, the always-doomed Generic
Red Shirt Guy, as well as phasers, communicators, universal
translators, ships, speech and thought bubbles, costumes, and
Tribbles. Lots of Tribbles. With wire-o pages and a foldout
stand for easy display, and play, in a cubicle or on any surface,
fans can reenact Kirk and Uhura s groundbreaking...
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This created book is wonderful. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got go through. I am just e ortlessly will
get a enjoyment of looking at a created publication.
-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD

This ebook will be worth buying. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You wont feel monotony at whenever
you want of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Er nest V a nder vor t-- Er nest V a nder vor t
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